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Hi everyone, Today I am happy to present the 'making of' video of my latest movie: Life Love Lust. You'll see the whole team
of professionals .... These days I'll be telling you more about LIFE LOVE LUST, my new movie. As you may know already,
there are three short films in it, and the .... Erika has directed four multi-award winning features: “Five Hot Stories For Her”,
“Barcelona Sex Project”, “Life Love Lust” and “Caberet Desire”, and has also .... Erika Lust will never give you a money shot.
... I have to tell them to have sex like they do in real life, because not even porn stars have sex like porn ... I love aesthetics, I
love beautiful things, and that's what I want to show.. Erika Lust & Xconfessions a Night of Indie Erotica by The Feminist Porn
Awards - Wednesday, April 15, 2015 07:00 PM at The Royal Cinema in . Buy tickets and .... Life Love Lust (2010). Director
Erika Lust Main cast. Bel Gris; Leo Gálvez; Yoha ... LIFE: After finishing their day at the restaurant, a chef and a waitress have
an .... Directed by Erika Lust. With Leo Gálvez, Yoha Gálvez, Bel Gris, Michelle Blanch. LIFE: After finishing the day in the
restaurant, a chef and a waitress have an .... Life, love and lust – three things inherent in Erika Lust films, represented as three
beautiful and unique stories. Relationships bloom and desire unleashed, set .... Erotic filmmaker Erika Lust makes woman-
centric porn from real ... real-life sexual stories, fantasies, and confessions and turns them into .... Based on anonymous
confessions, these are your sexual fantasies coming to life! .... LustCinema is the primer studio for lovers of cinema and sex
who seek .... Feminist Pornographer Erika Lust's XConfessions App Helps ... Here are some tips for talking to your partner
about a sexual fantasy, according to Lust. ... but these conversations can potentially take your sex life to the next .... Thirty-seven-
year-old Erika Lust is an award-winning writer, producer and director of adult films, like Five Hot Stories for Her, Life Love
Lust and .... Besides the XConfessions series, Erika has directed four multi-award winning features: Five Hot Stories For Her,
Barcelona Sex Project, Life Love Lust and .... LIFE LOVE LUST, my new movie, is available for pre-orders in Lust Store. We
will ship the dvds in 30 days, so as a special gift for my friends, .... Ms Naughty, webmaster, blogger, and expert in female
erotica, says this about my last movie LIFE LOVE LUST: "When Barcelona-based .... Feature films 2008: Barcelona Sex
Project. 2010: Life Love Lust. 2011: Cabaret Desire.. LIFE: After finishing the day in the restaurant, a chef and a waitress have
an incredible encounter to celebrate his birthday. LOVE: A forty-something executive.. At last! the DVD edition of LIFE
LOVE LUST has arrived to our office, and it looks great! Along with the movie, there are also some nice extras: .... Life, Love,
Lust Life, Love, Lust (Vie, l'Amour, et Plaisir) – trois choses cruciales pour les films de Erika Lust, représentées comme trois
belles .... LOVE; the second of the short films in LIFE LOVE LUST, is starred by Bel Gris and Michelle Blanch. It's the story
of the wait in a hotel room, ... ec7e5db336 
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